
Which connectivity serves 400G?

Data rate increase possibilities

Universal, state-of-the-art, future proof, indus-

try tested and proved. These are the fea-

tures what everybody is looking for when 

the connectivity is planned for the new 

high-density systems. To cover all of 

them is a dream for both the de-

signers and the owners. The inten-

tion of this paper is to point at the 

current situation in the intercon-

nectivity possibilities for 400G 

and highlight the optical pa-

rameters which can be 

achieved by them.

Which connectivity serves 400G?

A so-called “G” increase is visible in all 

areas where fibre optic transmission is 

discussed. Just a couple of years ago the 

main topic was 10G data transport man-

agement; nowadays 400G looks like a 

must. This is caused mainly by the differ-

entiation of data centre types where, be-

sides the well-known central ones such as 

enterprise and colocation, new types have 

been established such as edge, cloud and 

hyperscale. The latter in particular is the 

one where the highest available bit rate is 

expected to be deployed and managed. 

Based on the CISCO forecast, approx-

imately 50% of all data centre servers and 

traffic will be consumed by the hyperscale 

ones. The backbone network will require 

a range of 100G to 800G connectivity, 

whereas last mile access will target the 

50G to 200G range. The majority is ex-

pected in single mode; however, multi-

mode connections at very high rates will 

be necessary as well.  

 

The number of gigabits per second in a 

communication channel can be attained 

in different ways. This is underlined espe-

cially by the huge quantity of different 

MSAs (Multi-Source Agreements). At 

nearly every significant fibre optic event, 

a new one or a couple of them are estab-

lished to pave the way for a new potential 

method. The various concepts of how to 

increase communication channel speed 

are based on one or more of the following 

options, with each of them having its own 

specifics, limits and challenges:  

 

•  Bit rate - Active part’s capability to    
generate bits 
 

•   Parallelisation - Multiply the physical 
paths used for data transfer 
 

•   Light multiplexing - More wavelengths 
used in the same physical fibre 
 
•   Modulation - More bits per symbol 
 

•   Space multiplexing - More transporta-
tion paths (fibre cores) within the same 
fibre  
 

•   Polarization - Using 1 or 2 polariza-
tions.                                                      ■ 
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Medium dependent interfaces

As mentioned above, the 400G data rate 

is considered in the single-mode and 

multi-mode version. Despite the fact that 

the data rate is the same, there are var-

ious media interfaces used for a real con-

nection to the network. Options to 

consider include both single fibre ferrule 

based connectors (typical example: LC 

connector) or multifibre ferrule connectors 

(typical example: MPO connector).  

 

In the case of single mode, either wave-

length division multiplexing (with PAM4 

and single fibre ferrule connector) or the 

PAM4 plus gearbox and multifibre con-

nector is used. As of now, the multimode 

approach is based on the multifibre con-

nector, with different counts of fibres cov-

ering the specific demand. The signal can 

also be PAM4 modulated, but not in all 

cases. Table No. 1 shows an overview of 

the existing possibilities.                              ■ 
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Fibre type Nomenclature PAM4
Number of  

wavelengths

Fibres per  

connector
Connector interface

Gbits per 

 lane

SM 400G Base-FR8 Y 8 2 LCD 50

SM 400G Base-FR4 Y 4 2 LCD 100

SM 400G Base-LR8 Y 8 2 LCD 50

SM 400G Base-DR4 Y 1 8 MPO 12 (8) 100

MM 400G Base-SR8 Y 1 16 MPO 16 / MPO 24 50

MM 400G Base-SR4.2 Y 2 8 MPO 12 (8) 50

MM 400G BD4.2 Y 2 8 MPO 12 (8) 50

MM 400G Base-SR16 N 1 32 MPO 2x16 25

Table 1 - 400G solutions overview

From the “hot” pluggable transceiver point 

of view, the two rivals QSFP-DD and 

OSFP are vying for market share. Each of 

them has its own pros and cons, but both 

have a common limitation - up to 2,000m 

proper functionality. There is one more op-

tion, the COBO one, with either 8 or 16 

lanes with 50 gigabit PAM4 supporting 

400G or 800G. For long distance applica-

tions the only suitable solution is CFP8, 

which has enough power to cover it.  

In any case, the transceivers have to be 

interconnected with the appropriate fibre 

optic cabling. The official specifications of 

the transceivers define the following opti-

cal interface options:                                    ■ 

Optical interface

Transceiver 

 type 
MPO 12F

MPO 24F 

(two rows)
MPO 16F

MPO 32F 

 (two rows)
LC duplex

CS 

 connector

SN 

 connector

MDC 

 connector

QSFP-DD x x x x x x x

OSFP x x x x x

CFP-8 x x x x

COBO x x x x x x

Table 2 - 400G Media-dependent interface options

As the SN connector (SENKO) and MDC 

connector (USCONEC) are quite new, we 

can expect that they will be implemented 

later to all the transceivers specs. COBO 

is weighing a decision to include the ex-

panded beam and air-gap types of con-

nectors, provided that they meet the 

defined requirements.   

The overview above clearly shows that 

the multi-fibre connector still plays the 

major role for the connectivity.                    ■ 



Quality of optical path

For a greenfield projects, the choice of 

connectors is defined by the chosen 

transceivers with respect to the potential 

future migration to a higher speed. In the 

case of an already installed infrastructure, 

the ideal situation is where only the active 

parts are exchanged and the cabling is 

kept. An example would be a migration 

from the 40G system using 12(8) fibre 

MPO connectors (4+4) running at 10G per 

channel to a 100G system running at 25G 

or even up to a 400G system utilising 50G 

PAM4 at two wavelengths. If this is not 

possible, a variety of migration modules, 

hydra harnesses or special fanouts can 

be used to utilise the new higher-rate 

transceivers.  

 

In both cases – greenfield or existing in-

stallation, the quality of the connectors 

used is an essential part of a properly 

working system. The high fibre count 

multi-row connectors (such as 2-row 12F 

or 2-row 16F) are more sensitive for the 

entire termination process, which has a di-

rect impact on the optical parameters. 

Customers who are used to working with 

the 12F MPO performance level often ex-

pect the same from the higher fibre count 

connectors as well. A fine-tuned process 

based on the careful selection of polishing 

techniques and materials can fulfil these 

expectations. In charts 1 to 6 below, the 

real distributions of insertion loss values 

of the major optical interfaces are pre-

sented. For comparison, the traditional 

MPO (physical contact) and the lensed-

based (expanded beam) MXC connectors 

in multimode option are also shown. It is 

worth mentioning that the lensed connec-

tors are becoming more and more attrac-

tive as their performance level is getting 

closer to the traditional physical contact 

ones.  ■ 
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Selection of the most suitable and future-

proof transceiver type is probably the 

most complicated task for designers and 

architects of data centres. We at Sylex are 

doing our utmost to offer the optical inter-

face part at the highest possible level and 

in this way ensure that any selected trans-

ceiver will work properly.  

For more information, contact us at 

sales@sylex.sk. ■ 
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